COMMERCIAL PARODY  written by Shaun Eli Breidbart

INSERT- TITLES: Tom Selleck for Mustache Life Insurance Company

VOICEOVER
Please welcome our celebrity spokesman, TV star Tom Selleck.

INT. A WELL-DECORATED LIVING ROOM

TOM SELLECK
Nobody likes to talk about death, but it happens to everyone so it pays to be prepared. Sure, you can buy life insurance to take care of your loved ones when you’re gone, but what about your mustache? What happens to that loved one?

ZOOM IN on Tom Selleck’s mustache.

TOM SELLECK
With a policy from Mustache Life, for less than you pay for a cup of coffee you can make sure that your mustache will live on in all its glory and loveliness, on the face of a stranger.

(pause)
Not only will it continue to beautify, but it will give facial hair to someone suffering from Facial Hair Deficiency Syndrome.

INSERT- Image of very youthful-looking MAN with no facial hair. Suddenly a BUSHY MUSTACHE appears on his face.

TOM SELLECK
(now surrounded by women)
Facial Hair Deficiency Syndrome is a serious ailment for all men who know that chicks dig guys with mustaches. You can help alleviate suffering AND ensure that you live on in the eyes of loved ones, on the face of a stranger.

(pause)
Mustache Life Insurance. Because some things are more important than money.

Fade.